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Cats Haven Announces The Opening Of Their New Facility  

Cat Sanctuary Celebrates Recent Success By Reaching Out To Even More Feline Friends 

 

Indianapolis, IN: Cats Haven, a free-roam sanctuary for disabled and elderly cats, has announced the 

grand opening of their new facility. With the success of their outreach and their ongoing positive 

relationships with the community, Cats Haven has deemed it necessary to expand further. Having helped 

over 300 cats and counting, Cats Haven is ready to take on more responsibility.  

 

The organization’s founder Barbara Wills had this to say, “I realize it is a lot of responsibility. I know that 

opening up an entirely new wing to an organization such as this one will present its own set of challenges, 

but it will also open us up to more successes as well. Cats Haven is the only cat sanctuary of its kind in 

Indianapolis, and it has become clear that there is an overwhelming need for us. We will continue to 

expand and help as many cats as we can, because they deserve the same amount of love as anyone else.”   

 

The new expansion of Cats Haven will begin immediately. The construction on the new sanctuary is set to 

be complete in 2020. Many new features will be added such as: 

● An updated play area for kittens and older cats alike 

● More beds, toys, litter boxes, etc. 

● A self-cleaning litter box system 

Cats Haven will be announcing a new fundraising initiative later this Spring to supplement the funding 

for the new facility. Margaret Tawny, the Director of Communications and Development is excited about 

the future for Cats Haven. “This Spring marks the beginning of the future for Cats Haven, and everyone is 

looking forward to a time when every cat has a warm bed to sleep in.” 

### 

About Cats Haven: Cats Haven is Indianapolis’ oldest non-profit, no-kill, free-roaming feline sanctuary. 

For over 27 years, Cats Haven has been serving the Central Indiana community by specializing in long 

term care for special needs and elderly felines. Over 300 cats are in the sanctuary’s network, which 

includes feral colonies and foster homes in addition to those at the shelter house. Cats Haven operates 

solely off of donations from contributors and patrons, as they receive no state or federal funding. 
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